



A Consideration on the Form of Testimonial Literature
—Alexievich "Secondhand Time" Reading Comprehension—
ISHIMARU Atsuko
石丸　敦子
In literature, contrary to the common belief that a theme to be claimed precedes, there are cases 
where "form" brings "content".
From the testimonial literatures of Svetlana Alexievich, the "Secondhand Time" is used as a 
text to examine the specificity of the latter type of literature. In this literature of testimony, people 
who were not able to meet in time or in space are gathered in one place in the form of testimony. 
The aggregate creates new content and meaning beyond what each testimony already had inside. 
Historical recognition starts to be created here such as how Soviet Union was like, and where 
Russia should settle itself which seems to have lost sight of where it should be after the Soviet 
collapse . It becomes a place where positive act of digging up the utopia image held by people in 
testimony and memory starts to get the answer. 
However, what we see there is not only the newly acquired “contents” but also the “supremacy” 
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